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CHAPTER V 

CLOSURE 

 

This chapter presents the conclusion and  suggestion about the 

result of the study. The conclusion answer the research question  of this 

study and the suggestion are provide to expect better improvement for 

better online classes activity and future research related to this topics. 

A. Conclusion. 

Based on the result of this research about parents’perception to 

online classes during pandemic. It can be conculde that: 

1. Parents’ perception through online classes are: teacher gives 

material and quizzes but not with much explanation, the teacher 

can not handle the online learning, the teacher can not control the 

online class, akmost all students have their own phone to study, 

students were not enthusias in online learning, the internet acces 

always stable except when power failure, parents can control 

students learning but need students’ older sister or brother to helps 

students learn, online learning add parents’ expenses. 

2. The most challenges in online learning based on parents thought 

are teacher has lack ability in handle online learning, teacher can 

not control the students during online learning, and students did not 

have enthusiastic to participate in online learning. 
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B. Suggestion 

Based on the discussion and concusion, the researcher gives some 

suggestions for teacher, students, parents and also future resesrch as 

below: 

1. Teacher. 

The researcher hopes teacher can pay attention more to online 

learning, teacher can design an interesting learning to gain students’ 

enthusias in online learning, teacher also can learn so many 

application that can help teacher to make an interesting classes even 

it held online. 

2. Students 

The researcher hopes students after read this research, they 

motivate to at least to understand the material, however the way. If 

the teacher explanation make them not understand, they can ask their 

siblings. I hope they realize that their parents happy seeing them 

study even add parents’ expenses. 

3. Parents 

The researcher hopes parents can anticipate the cost problem. 

Because they need more cost to buy internet quota for online 

learninng. Researcher also hope the parents can control and support 

student during online learning because students’ focus in online 

learning easely lost.  
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4. Future  research 

The researcher suggest to future research to conduct another 

research that can explore more related to this topics, for example 

conducted a reasearch about how teacher gaining students 

motivation in online learning, etc. 

 

  


